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1.
My present invention relates particularly to a

in-controlled dispensing mechanism for a
machine, and while, the invention is
in connection with the vending of other

cles, the physical embodiment exemplified
hereinis, especially designed for vending bottles

of beverages from the machine.
The primary object of the invention is. to pro

Yide, aconapacity... arranged coin-controlled dis
ing mechanism which is simple in construc
*?*?
di reliable in operation for controlling the
gravity movement of a column or row of bottled
gpgdstasi Softdrinks within the enclosing cabi
net of the machine, and dispensing the bottles,
Singly, to a purchaser.

In carrying out my: invention, means are pro
vided for controlling the movement of the bottles

frp, suçcessive interior storage chutes to a grav

ity feed chute for a column of bottles, thence to
tarrester-chute, a feed chute, a bottle control

discharge chute, all within the cabinet, and
inally the bottles are-dispensed, singly, to an ex
erior delivery trough readily accessible to the

praser. By the utilization of a duplex, two
step, or dual discharge chute in combination. With
the feed chute and arrester chute, the movement
of the bottles is positively controlled and jam

2.
ted lines a bottle.in position to be released, by

the second step of, the dual control from the feed
chute into, and through the discharge: chute.
...Figure: 4 is a top plans. View of the dispensing

fEigure 4 with the discharge chute, in posi,
'ollings of the bottle, but with the
by thes detent of the comple
m??tarycgVer:0f th?chut?.
Figure 6-is a detail view of the resilient bottle
cushion at the lower-end of the vertical feed
5. chute.
... Within the interior. of the insulated, cabinet?,
I arrange, a suitable franae or structure, including:
a vertigal Series of inclined shelves, or:storage
hutes-indicated as 2: haying, slotted :bottoms,
20 to facilitate; circulation of a cQglant. These
shelves or chutes, it will besunderstood, are filled.
or-loaded with rows of bettles B, which rows.
extend from one Wall of the cabinet down; the

decliniagachutes to automatically opened-valves.

sing is prevented, and the singly dispensed bot
kestate changed from transverse, broadside, roll

ing position within the cabinet, to longitudinal
osition for delivery to the exterior dis

exemplifying drawings I have illustrated

one omplete example of the physical embodi

of my invention wherein the parts are con-, 35 in

bottlesteroll from their storage
i.e.: However; its
the-Vertical
sito: rollitherefrom, then;the
cages and alterations may be made in the . chute
3Ellate: al
structuress of;the drawings, in adapting, the in 40 bottlesfro ne:Successive storage.chutes: from
the bottom down follow the column of bottles
vention ito, different conditions for use, within
down; the yertical feed,
?
theiscope of my claims without: departing.from
Fospeeyent cracking;or breaking; of the bottles,
the principles of the invention.
suitable:pads, or cushions; nays beenployed, one:
traitheaccompanying diraWings:
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of a Vending 45 of which is indicated asia; Whole by the nuneral
5in-Figurel. This cushion is logated a
machine in which the dispensing mechanisms of
my invention has been embodied, some parts of tom of the Vertical feed chute 4, asside

gi and arranged according to one mode: for.

the cabinet, being omitted for convenience of

Figures:5 and 6, and it include
riorpadr6 mounted

a

ogethers
-:Figure2 is an enlarged, detail, front elevation 69, with a holder 8, and coiled spring 9. to absorb

illustration.

-

of the dispensing mechanism, as at line. 2-2 of
gure;and looking in the direction of the ar
rows:
gigreisis a fragmentary, detail sectional View.
otspart of the discharge, chute, showing by dots

andscushion; the fall; or:f drops of the lowermost

bottlejBiraithecGlumn.
- Fromistae; lower portign of the:vertical 'feeds

bettlerolls broadside of transversely of:
68. chute;the
the chute, into an arrester chute:or:sections: Ogof

3
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chute section, which is suitably supported, de
clines laterally at an angle from the lower end
of the vertical feed chute and is of ample capac

port, and SWinging the chute in a Wertical plane
on its hinges 20 and 27, these free ends are pivot- ally and loosely connected by two side links 30, 30

ity to accommodate a number of bottles arranged
side by side, and the row of bottles intermittently
rolls toward a second resilient bumper f mount

ed in the end wall of the arrester chute section.
In this arrester chute the short row of bottles is
retained against the downward pressure of the

Spaced exterior of the chute and loosely mounted
on a fixed cross bar 3 disposed on the upper side
of the chute. At their upper ends the links are

pivoted to the chute at 33, and their lower ends

O

weight of the column of bottles, but the bottles
are permitted to drop, one by one, into the lower

are pivoted to the chute at 32, sufficient play being
aallowed at the several pivotal points to permit a
SWinging movement of the chute on a vertical

plane with hinges 20 and 27 as centers of move

end 2 of the arrester chute, which terminates-in
a feed chute 3 having an open mouth or port:
f4, and bottom guide pad or cushion 5.
From the port of the feed chute, the bottles
roll, singly and by gravity into a declining gravity.

ment. - - - - .

After being turned to longitudinal sliding posi

tion the bottle slides through the discharge chute

into a delivery trough 34 mounted exterior of the

cabinet, and cut away at its sides to facilitate

discharge chute having one end pivotally sup

ported on the interior Wall of the cabinet and its
other, free end, supported at and Opening to
the open port 4 of the feed chute 3.
The movable discharge chute has its free end

4.

For jointly lifting the free ends of the tray
and cover of the discharge chute which adjoin the

the gravity dispensing chute. This fixed arrester

access to the bottle for removal from the trough,

20

alined with the port 4, and it has two abutments,

spaced in vertical planes, which alternately are

The trough is shown as having spaced flanges 35
wall of the cabinet, and the inner flanges pro
vide hinge supports for the discharge chute as

fastened at the exterior and interior faces of the

shown. The trough is also fashioned with a tubu
lar portion 36 integrally joining the flanges, and
this tubular portion forms a channel through the
Wall of the cabinet for passage of the sliding

moved into the path of a rolling bottle as it tends

to roll through port 4, and the discharge chute
the bottle and place a lower abutment in the path

is first lifted to release an upper abutment from

bottle as it is delivered to the trough,

. . . ..

For lifting and lowering the swinging discharge
its free end, is permitted to fall thereby releasing: 30 chute I have illustrated a center link 37 pivotally
the lower abutment from the bottle and permit
connected with the cross bar 3 and also pivotally
ting the bottle to roll into the discharge chute.
connected to one arm of a bell crank lever 38
which lever is conveniently pivoted at 39 in a
Simultaneously, the upper abutment of the dis
charge chute drops into the pathWay of another
bracket 4G mounted on the feed chute adjacent
the port f4.
?
-•
or second bottle tending to roll from the port,
and this second bottle is retained in place until
The other arm of the bell crank lever is slotted
the free end of the discharge chute is again lifted.
as at 4 for connection with suitable coin icon
The discharge chute includes in its structure trolled mechanism through which the discharge
a lower tray 6 having side flanges 7 to guide
chute is Operated as described.
: . . . . . . .?
the rolling bottle B, and at its end remote from .
As herein illustrated a simple coin-controlled
port f4 the underside of the tray is hinged or
mechanism includes a horizontally disposed non
rotary push rod 42 having a push pin 42 and
pivoted at 20 to the inner-face of the cabinet Wall.
At its free end adjoining the port 4 the tray is
provided with an exterior push button or knob
provided with a resilient abutment 2 fixed in a
43, and the rod is slidable in a box or sleeve 44
holder 22, and the abutment is movable with the 45 mounted in the wall of the cabinet, which sleeve
tray into and out of the path of a bottle rolling
forms a housing for the spring 45 that retracts
from the feed port. 4 into the discharge chute.
the push rod when the latter is released. The
When free to do so, the bottle rolls, transversely
push rod projects into the interior of the cabinet
of the chute into the discharge-chute, but after and its inner end is provided with a telescoping.
the bottle rolls into the discharge chute, its head 50 extension or section 46 which slides in a bearing
portion or neck encounters a turning block 23,
47 at the bottom of an upright coin tube 48
fixed by its holder 24 to the upper face of the tray
suitably mounted within the interior of the cabi
of the bottle, and then the discharge chute, or . .

net and adapted to receive the coin deposited by
and located in the path of movement of the
a purchaser prior to pressing the knob-orbutton
rolling bottle. The turning block retards the neck
portion while the heavier, body portion of the 55 of the push rod. The coin falls upon push rod 42

bottle swings around-through an angle of ninety.

in position to be engaged and pushed by the pin
or lug 42", and the coin thus forms a coupling

degrees into a sliding longitudinal position with

reference to the tray, and the converging side
fianges of the tray guide it to delivery position,

butt end first, as it slides through the tray.
. The discharge chute also includes a hinged
cover 25 with side fanges. 26 complementary to

the side flanges it of the tray f6, and this cover

may be provided with slots. 26 to economize in
material and reduce the Weight of the cover.
At its end remote from the port. 4, the cover is

between rod 42 and its extension 46. The tele

Scopic eXtension of the push rod is also slidable
60

in a bearing bracket 49, which has a suitable,
support, and an additional spring 50 may beem

ployed between the extension and a fixed: anchor:

for the spring to retract the extension andre

siliently hold it in operative position for coaction

65 with the coin indicated as C.

. The extension is fashioned with lateral trun-.

hinged or pivoted at 27 to the inner face of the

mions or a croSS pin as 5 li for loose pivotal con

free end adjoining the port 4 is provided with a

on the knob 43 actuates the coin-controlled

wall of the cabinet as a support, and the plane nection With the slotted arm of the bell crank
of the pivot or hinge is parallel with the hinge lever, and it will be apparent that, in the presence
20 of the tray f6. The cover is vertically spaced 70 of the coin C, the push rod and its telescopic ex
above the tray to accommodate a bottle, and its
tension are operatively coupled so that a push
detent 28 retained in a holder 29 adapted to oc

mechanism to operate the chute control mech
cupy a position in the path of a bottle tending to
anism. When the pressure on the knob is re
roll through the port 4. . . . . . . . . . . . 75 leased, the Springs and the action of gravity co
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operate in restoring the discharge chute to Oper
ative position for the performance of another

broadside from the feed chute to the discharge
chute and return the detent to obstructing posi

dispensing Operation.

tion, and means in the path of the broadside
rolling bottle for turning the bottle to longitu

By the utilization of the telescoping feature of
the push rod a simple arrangement is provided
to prevent fraudulent operation of the mecha
nism, as it is apparent the two Sections of the
push rod co-act only in the presence of the

dinal sliding position in the discharge chute.
3. In a dispensing mechanism, the combina
tion with a fixed chute having an Open port, of
a gravity discharge chute including a hinged

tray, a complementary hinged cover, and pivotal

coin C.

As indicated in Figure 1, the cabinet is pro O connections therebetween, said tray and COver
vided with a lower or bottom compartment cOn
each having an abutment at its free end to alter
nately detain an article in said port, and Operat
taining a bottle rack 52 into which the empty
bottles may be temporarily stored as the bever
ing means for jointly withdrawing the cover
abutment from detaining position and moving
age is consumed on the premises, and a door D
of the cabinet permits ready access to the rack. 15 the tray-abutment to obstructing position.
Having thus fully described my invention,
4. In a dispensing mechanism, the combina
tion with a fixed chute having an open port, of
what I claim as new and desire to secure by Let
a gravity discharge chute including a hinged
ters Patent is:
tray, a complementary hinged cover, links con
1. In a dispensing mechanism for a vending
machine the combination with a fixed feed chute 20 necting the free ends of said cover and tray, said

having an open port, of a pivoted discharge chute
alined with the port and movable to obstruct
passage of a bottie therefrom, a hinged detent

also adjoining the port, single means for jointly
withdrawing said detent and elevating the dis
charge chute to obstructing position, and Said
means being automatically releasable to permit

passage of a bottle from the feed chute to the
discharge chute and return the detent to ob
structing position.
2. In a dispensing mechanism for a vending
machine the combination with a fixed feed chute
having an open port, of a pivoted discharge chute
alined with the port and movable to Stop paS
sage of a bottle therefrom, a hinged detent also
adjoining the port, means for jointly withdraw
ing said detent and elevating the discharge chute
to obstructing position, said means being auto
matically releasable to permit a bottle to roll

tray and cover each having an abutment at its

free end to alternately detain an article in said

port, a bell-crank lever mounted on the fixed

25

chute and operating means therefor, and a link
operatively connecting the bell-crank lever with

the gravity discharge chute.
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